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Nubolabs Survey
Wireless Network Analytics for Android and Cloud

Nubolabs Survey – The Best Way to Measure, Analyze and Compare Cellular & Wi-Fi Networks.
Survey provides an elegant, pocket-sized solution for wireless network testing that
requires neither expensive hardware nor complicated software. Running on any modern
Android smartphone, Survey works in conjunction1 with the Io Analytics platform to
capture everything you need to know about any cellular or Wi-Fi network, indoors and out.

KEY FEATURES
u

Easy-to-use Android app

u

Tests Wi-Fi and cellular networks

u

Indoor and outdoor modes

u

Powerful web-based reporting

KEY APPLICATIONS
u

Wireless network assessment

u

Commercial & public safety

u

ITS, small cell & DAS installs

u

IoT & LTE-U/LAA Deployments

Designed for Wireless Professionals
Nubolabs Survey is a sophisticated yet easy-to-use application designed for wireless telecoms
professionals. The Survey for Android app gathers detailed information about your cellular data or
Wi-Fi network and sends it to your Io Survey account in the cloud, where you can view the results,
generate reports, and share with others. You can synchronize up to five Android devices to conduct
simultaneous surveys of multiple networks to compare networks and get a deep understanding of
performance, quality and possible ‘not spots’ in wireless data coverage.
Google Play and the Google Play logo are trademarks of Google Inc.

1

Requires a subscription to the Io Survey service; see www.nubolabs.com for details.

Simplifying wireless network analytics.

Nubolabs Survey
Product Details

With the advent of next-generation managed Wi-Fi and 5G
LTE mobile networks, demand for high speed wireless data is
increasing exponentially. The majority of Internet traffic is passing
over wireless broadband networks – people, cars, trains, planes,
and a multitude of ‘things’ from CCTV to parking meters in smart
cities; all online, all the time.
It’s increasingly important then to understand how well wireless
networks perform – whether coverage outdoors or indoors in a
particular area is contiguous; what data throughput is available; how
one provider compares to another; and how network performance
and quality may change over distance and time.
Nubolabs Survey addresses these issues by combining the mobility
of low-cost, consumer Android smartphones and the scalability of
the cloud to deliver the most flexible, professional way to measure,
analyze and compare the performance of cellular and Wi-Fi
networks.

Note: Survey shown in Cellular Outdoor mode

Wi-Fi Metrics

SSID & BSSID
Connected state
Signal strength (dBm)
Frequency
Data rate
WLAN IP
Downlink & uplink (Mbps)
Latency, packet loss & jitter
Lat, long, height, bearing, speed
Available networks

Cellular Metrics

Operator, Roaming
Connected state
Signal strength (dBm)
Network mode
Cell ID
WAN IP
Downlink & uplink (Mbps)
Latency, packet loss & jitter
Lat, long, height, bearing, speed
MCC, MNC, RSRQ, SNR, Ec/Io
CID, LAC, SID, PCI, TAC, PSC

Nubolabs Survey – Simple & Easy to Use
Survey is designed to run on any Android handset with version 4.0
or later. It acts as an ‘agent’ collecting information about wireless
networks around it, sending this back to your secure, online account
– Io Survey – where the information is analyzed and displayed.
Survey is a free Android app available for download on Google Play,
and requires a Personal or Professional subscription for the cloud
service, conveniently priced on monthly or quarterly tariffs to match
your needs. Survey supports testing Wi-Fi or cellular networks,
and also differentiates between outdoor (GPS-based) and indoor
(floorplan-based) modes.

Need to test multiple networks concurrently? No problem!
A key feature of Survey is the ability to measure multiple networks
concurrently using several Android devices, perfectly synchronized
with IoSync™ – our innovative patent-pending system for conducting
simultaneous surveys of different wireless networks. This feature is
only available with Survey Professional edition.

Nubolabs, Inc.

101 South Santa Cruz Ave #1339
Los Gatos, CA 95031
Deep Data Analytics in the Cloud
Metrics collected by Survey on one or more devices are automatically
sent to Io Survey, where the results can be compared, constrasted,
and better understood. Visit www.nubolabs.com/survey for more detailed
information and access to sample surveys.

Web: www.nubolabs.com
E-mail: info@nubolabs.com
Phone: +1-415-691-8608
Twitter: @nubolabs
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